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HETGRA ( DOLUTEGRAVIR 50 MG)

  

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price  

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerHeet Healthcare 

Description 

Basic informationDescriptionOrder, delivery and payment

Where to buy Hetgra?

The medicine Hetgra was developed in India by a pharmaceutical company with the world name Heet Healthcare. This medication is a high
quality generic of the original Tivikay medication. The drug Hetgra is used to treat patients with the human immunodeficiency virus. Therapy with
Hetgra is available both in monotherapy and in complex treatment to enhance effectiveness. Hetgre is sufficient to be in the patient's body and it
immediately starts launching processes that reduce the high-quality viral load. Make an order on the website of our pharmacy and this will help
you to profitably purchase everything you need. All drugs that you see on our portal are delivered to us by suppliers with whom we have been
cooperating for many years. Do not self-medicate, because this will only harm your body. You should definitely seek the advice of your doctor.  

Prices for the drug Hetgra
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The Hetgra drug is available today to everyone who could not buy the original drug due to the fact that it is very expensive. After all, it is a
known fact that generics are always much cheaper than their original drugs. But still, the Hetgra drug was developed on the basis of the same
active substance as Tivikay, of which it is an analogue. They are equally effective in blocking viral cell replication. And as soon as the process
starts, these viral cells are removed from the body. Hetgra works well with other medications, which is a huge plus. You can compare our prices
with the prices of other pharmacies to make sure of the profitable order on our website. With us you can save money that you invest in, so
expensive, treatment. 

Active substance Dolutegravir

The fact that dolutegravir is in the patient's body will be noticeable after a couple of days. The active ingredient remains active even 5 days after
the last dose. It is intended for both monotherapy and complex therapy. Patients rarely report the appearance of negative reactions. Sometimes
you may experience the following: a feeling of constant weakness; headache; allergic skin rashes; irritability; insomnia; upset gastrointestinal
tract.

Description

The drug Hetgra is sold in the form of hard tablets, which are film coated. One tablet contains 50 mg of dolutegravir and auxiliary components.

Indications Dolutegravir

Medication Hetgra is prescribed in order to treat patients who suffer from the human immunodeficiency virus. Those people who weigh more
than 40 kilograms can undergo therapy. 

Contraindications

The drug Hetgra is not prescribed in such cases: if the patient has developed hypersensitivity to the components from the composition; patients
under 12 years of age; people weighing less than 40 kilograms. Do not take dofetlid together with the drug.

How to order Hetgra?

As soon as you pass the examination and the Hetgra drug will be prescribed to you by a specialist, you can immediately order the drug in a few
minutes on our website. All your questions, you can ask our consultants or call the number that is on our website. 

Delivery

We provide very fast delivery that you don't have to wait long for. You just need to indicate all your details when filling out the order form.
Delivery is possible to all cities of the Russian Federation.

Payment

You can choose which payment is the best and most convenient for you to use. Our advice is 100% advance payment, which is carried out very
quickly and does not require additional steps upon receipt.
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